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Beyond the Black Atlantic: Pacific Rebellions and the Gothic in Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno”

COLLEEN TRIPP

“Eyes” line the pages of Herman Melville’s 1855 serial novella, “Benito Cereno.” In fact, variations of the words “eye” and “sight” occur in seventy-one instances of the 150-page first edition, first printing of “Benito Cereno” in The Piazza Tales. Given the story’s gothic overtures and shipboard rebellion in the Pacific, Melville’s fixation on panoramic vision and surveillance makes perfect sense. “Benito Cereno” strategically plagiarizes Chapter Eighteen of American captain Amasa Delano’s 1817 travelogue, A Narrative of Voyages and Travels, in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres: Comprising Three Voyages Round the World; Together with a Voyage of Survey and Discovery, in the Pacific Ocean and Oriental Islands. In a departure from his preceding Pacific novels, which detail the minutiae of maritime culture, Melville excises Delano’s references to sailing and navigation and instead narrates a prolonged encounter with one of the many real-life rebellions that punctuated the captain’s Pacific voyages. In this particular chapter, Captain Delano stumbles upon a West African slave mutiny on board the Spanish Tryal off the coast of Chile in 1805. Mixing travel writing with the fictional genre that copied its form, sea romance, Melville’s suspenseful plot dualistically narrates how African slaves took control of a Spanish slave ship but masqueraded as if still enslaved when Delano happened upon their drifting boat. Melville’s creative doubling within the narrative, from the ship as a “whitewashed monastery after a thunder-storm” to the wailing “throng of whites and blacks,” prompts his readers to contemplate his novella in a straightforward, black–white manner: there were Western sailors and enslaved Africans on board this ship in mutiny.

However, “Benito Cereno,” published amidst intense debates about the domestic remnants of transatlantic slavery, also engages with Orientalism and the Pacific world, featuring the specter of phantomlike Asian sailors, Malay piracy, and Peruvian women covered in garb reminiscent of the Spanish Moors. Melville’s drifting
San Dominick, after all, is a former Spanish Manila galleon, the popular Asian trading ship of the Spanish empire, and the narrative takes place in the South Pacific, the gateway to the so-called “riches of the East.” Such a perspective also highlights that Captain Delano is an American whaler and China trader, set to travel on to Hawai‘i after he recuperates his share of the San Dominick’s wealth. Melville’s Delano, too, walks among the West African slaves on board and twice, in moments of personal doubt and terror, imagines rebellious East Asian and Pacific Islanders. Delano had heard stories of anti-imperialist Malay pirates lying in wait under decks, “a hundred spears with yellow arms ready to upthrust them through the mats.”7 In another moment, the narrator fancies himself the famous Alexander the Great, metaphorically undoing the Gordian Knot (known alternatively as a Turk’s Head) before he went on to conquer Asia.8

The presence of sinister Malay figures and phantoms amidst the specter of Atlantic revolutions in “Benito Cereno” reminds us of equally important historical contexts of transpacific trade and migration that played key roles in shaping American cosmopolitan culture in the period.9 While previous investigations of the story’s enslaved African peoples and black–white racial dichotomy have taught us an incalculable amount, paying attention to the complex modalities of Orientalism and transpacific trade in the story underscores the important connections of transatlantic slavery within the global arena.10 In fact, reading the symbiosis of Orientalism, rebellion, and transpacific migration in this story makes even more relevant previous analyses of the story’s engagement with the Haitian Revolution and the infamous Amistad slave insurrection.11 In what follows, I propose that Melville’s narrative of a transatlantic slave mutiny—punctuated by phantom Orientalist references to East Asia and the South Pacific—suggests the indispensable role that the Atlantic revolutions played in framing European and US imaginings of East Asia and the South Pacific, as seen in Pacific travelogues and its imitative cross-genre of fiction, the sea romance. Melville’s employment of the gothic as an expression of incipient racial and cosmopolitan anxieties, along with his unique adaptation of the travelogue’s “prolonged promise” and temporality, expresses East Asia and the South Pacific as a foreboding source of (the promise of) racial alterity and links his East Asian–Pacific and African populations through an Orientalist frame.12 Conversely, Melville’s comparative juxtapositions of West African slaves and villainous Malay characters—figures associated in the antebellum US with Muslim origins—crafts an alternative, cross-Islamic community identification for imperial resistance in his “strange history” on the “almost final waters” of the Pacific.13 In light of American independence in the late eighteenth century and Britain closing its West Indies ports to the new republic, the alternative markets of the Mediterranean (particularly the North African coast) and Eastern Asia and the Pacific Islands became attractive sites of commerce and resource, both of which were unevenly associated with the Islamic world.14 While postcolonial critics positively read Melville’s pluralistic collectivity on board the Pequod in Moby Dick, Melville’s rebellious Malay phantoms in both Moby Dick and “Benito Cereno”
betray moments of Islamic racialism and the problems of a republic built on slavery and
the imperialism of the Asia Pacific, as seen in the Philippine-American War, the
destruction of the Hawai‘ian monarchy, and other future imperial endeavors of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  

Melville’s “Benito Cereno” suggests in form and content the significance of the
figure of Malay Pacific rebellions and the presence of an American frontier
cosmopolitanism that both looked to its forebears (Old World Europe and its West
Asian influences), while also considering the South Pacific and East Asia as its future
mainstay of expansion, labor, and culture. Indeed, like the genre of the novel,
accounts of Pacific travel feature dynamics of prolonged promise, a narrative
temporality of expectation, because the long voyages across oceans were motivated
by the pursuit of new knowledge and wealth as well as profitable products and trading
partners. Melville frames the introduction and conclusion of “Benito Cereno” with
references to West Asia (Near East) and the Spanish empire, but makes prominent
within the story’s action and conquest a cosmopolitan desire for and fear of
exploration of East Asia and the South Pacific, seen through Delano’s legacy as a China
trader, the capture of the ship, and the gothic, prescient mode of Orientalism that
includes nondescript masses of Asian laborers and pirates amidst African slaves. It is
no coincidence, either, that Melville’s preceding Pacific novel, Moby Dick, features a
doomed crew of Malay harpooners led by Fedallah, an Oriental “turbaned” Parsi
whose South Pacific crew is housed under the deck, a reference itself to an emerging
threat. Melville’s fiction replicated in print the intense international competition and
scenes of violent colonialism that characterized maritime voyages themselves, which
balanced attention to scientific and ethnographic discoveries and the considerable
commercial profits propelling imperialism. In addition, by setting Delano’s account of
the Tryal mutiny within a gothic, internationalized imagining of the Pacific, Melville
exploits post-Enlightenment American rationality, reinforcing the unthinkability and
anxiety of a possible cosmopolitan Islamic world where Malay pirates, lascars,
“Manillamen,” and Africans lived and ruled.

If, as Edward Said argues in Orientalism, “[f]or Europe, Islam was a lasting
trauma,” Melville explores East Asia and the South Pacific as an equally “lasting
trauma” for the new American empire. In the early 1850s, in the wake of the First
Opium War and the beginning of California statehood, Americans looked to the Pacific
as one of the next logical frontiers of the nation’s manifest destiny. Edmund Burke of
the popular Young America Movement—a political faction supporting free trade
and expansion—remarked in June 1852, “[t]he grasping of the magnificent purse of the
commerce of the Pacific” was one of “the ideas for which the term Young America is
the symbol.” Melville’s deployment of references to the people and commodities of
Asia and the South Pacific in a story of mutineering black slaves serves as a reminder
to scholars that racial formation and cosmopolitanism emerges from more than a
simple black–white binary or a single hemisphere or even a single national frame. The
complex global world found in Melville’s “strange history” speaks to the myriad of historical moments where people, empire, and commodities connected the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Melville’s world of South Pacific pirates hiding beneath the deck of a decrepit Manila galleon—all narratives of abstract struggles over global capital and encroaching transpacific foreigners—functions as a collective harbinger of modern changes in labor and economy that threaten American Anglo-Saxonism, embodied here in the character of Captain Delano, even as the financial health of the US nation is shown to increasingly depend on the developing East Asia–Pacific shipping network. This Asian and South Pacific cosmopolitan influence, seen through a portrayed cunning threat and commodities, articulates an emasculating and corrupting influence of Orientalism. This essay thus looks at an early moment of cosmopolitanism and trade in American culture—the tensions and fears of an encroaching transpacific, Orientalist source of alterity amidst the domestic concerns of a transatlantic mutiny.

**Pacific Travelogues in the Age of the Atlantic Revolutions**

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Pacific travelogues and news of voyages in and around the Pacific Rim circulated widely in the Atlantic world. Intereuropean American competition in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries stimulated an explosion of transcultural Pacific travel, trade, and exploration by the Russians, the Spanish, the English, the French, and the Americans. The topographies of the Pacific constructed in many of these Western texts, such as maps and travelogues, were rarely cohesive or clearly defined. Travel writing, in particular, participated in what Elizabeth DeLoughrey refers to as Islandism (the construction of anticipated Pacific colonialism through the representation of the Pacific islands as isolated and contained spaces) as well as the mixing of Orientalisms when articulating difference and similarities between East Asians and Pacific Islanders. Considering that typical Europeans and Americans of the era had only partial knowledge of East Asian, Polynesian (the North and South Pacific), and American west coasts, sailors were at the forefront of global communication. Their participation in the China trade, whaling, and sealing encouraged regular trade within and around the Pacific Rim. Pacific trade networks were also becoming commercially insinuated within global transoceanic networks, such as the trade of European finished goods for Chinese teas, silks, and porcelains by way of the North West trade in sea otter pelts. Spanish, English, French, and American empires also informally established contact between the two oceans through politics and writing, sponsoring Pacific voyages and cartographic ventures for imperial and scientific gain. As Greg Grandin notes, the hunting and violent butchery of fur- and oil-bearing mammals supplied capital to buy the slaves being transported into the New World plantations (whose profits built empires), while entrepreneurial sailors and captains, such as American captain Amasa Delano of the British East India Company, smuggled opium into China and used the profits for other trade ventures.
During the era of global Atlantic revolutions in which “Benito Cereno” is set, maritime voyagers’ fears of Atlantic insurrection fueled interest in East Asia and the South Pacific and influenced these travellers’ responses to the people and things associated with these new routes and geographies. While Americans and Europeans in the mid-nineteenth century typically associated the “orient” with the Near East (western Asia, or the lands of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), maritime voyagers were becoming increasingly familiar with the “Far East” (East Asia) and the Pacific Islands. In his 1770 travelogue, An Historical Collection of the Several Voyages and Discoveries in the South Pacific Ocean, Scottish East India Trading Company clerk Alexander Dalrymple noted the spirit of revolution in the North American colonies: “[I]f colonies are aiming at independence ... the only means of preventing these intentions, and of securing the power and prosperity of the mother country, must be by extending its commerce to distant nations.”

James Warner even observed that, to Europeans during this time, Southeast Asia and the Pacific islands around it seemed like the Barbary Coast, “an Islamic world whose activities centered on piracy and slavery.”

Like Atlantic travelogues, moments of resistance and rebellion populate the international archive of Pacific travelogues and the genre that copied its form, the sea romance. However, as Michelle Burnham argues in “Early America and the Revolutionary Pacific,” contemporary historians and literary critics routinely overlook these events, arguably because of the Pacific world’s noncohesive geography and political identity. The 1784 travel narrative of Captain James Cook infamously describes Cook’s death and beheading at the hands of Sandwich (Hawai’ian) Islanders. Captain Amasa Delano’s own travelogue tells of First Mate Fletcher Christian’s mutiny aboard the Bounty and his eventual death on Pitcairn Island, where he was executed by natives rebelling against oppressive treatment by the English mutineers. Later, in the 1830s, the US merchant ship Eclipse was attacked by “treacherous design of the Malays.” In 1852, the New York Times’ article, “Sailors in Trouble,” for example, reported that thirty-five Chinese, Malays, and Portuguese sailors assaulted a sea captain, causing quite a “sensation.”

Even Melville, dubbed the “modern Crusoe” in a New York Morning News review in 1846, intrigued his readers by crafting novels set in the Pacific that combined both romantic inventions with the rhetoric of factual realism, including maps, details of whaling and maritime culture, and “dusky phantoms” of Malay pirates who, as critic Spencer Tricker notes, function as South Pacific figures phenotypically related to Melville’s other Orientalist characters, Manilamen and lascars. From North and South America to the Pacific Islands and East Asia, anti-imperialist Pacific insurrections were at the forefront in the Age of Atlantic Revolutions. As Burnham aptly notes, these diverse Pacific rebellions did not follow Western Enlightenment’s convention of revolution, which defines a “revolution” by the frame of a national democratic uprising and an empire’s geographic coherence.
It is within these historical contexts that Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno” and its companion text, China trader Amasa Delano’s 1818 travelogue, *Narrative of Voyages and Travels*, extend the specter of Atlantic revolutions and mutiny in the Pacific, particularly those of East Asia and the South Pacific. Like other Pacific travelogues, Delano’s *Narrative of Voyages and Travels* employs the temporal dynamics of “prolonged promise,” a prolonged narrative temporality that mirrors the experience of Pacific travel, because “there was no profit without prolongation.” Known as a precursor to the genre of the novel developing in the Atlantic world, travelogues were often organized as the long historical record of a ship’s route and its risks, including mundane details of weather, nautical issues, and commercial encounters written in the past tense, with an assumed profit by the end of the tale. From the actual material length and book titles to the minutiae of navigation, travelogues replicated in narrative form the extensive duration of the voyages themselves. By measuring the pace of travelogues (and Delano’s travelogue in particular) with reader-oriented narratological metrics, Delano’s temporally slow plot progression and prolonged scenes of nautical details generate little to no expectation or desire for the reader and result in a slow-paced, prolonged narrative plot.

However, the protracted space and time of travelogues, like real-life voyages, are also antithetically characterized by a sense of urgency and risk. Pacific travel writing is punctuated by moments that generate high excitement and expectation for the reader: commercial encounters with foreign peoples, mutiny, and receiving profit, to name a few. Critic Michelle Burnham describes how these scenes of profit, trade, and violent encounters propel the plot rapidly forward: “While only a few days or even hours may pass, the narration of that time often takes up a large number of pages. The narrative pace for readers accordingly speeds up, often quite dramatically, and plotting itself shifts from a largely geographical activity ... to a narrative dynamic.” These moments of what Burnham characterizes as “dilation and acceleration” within the narrative prove true in Delano’s real-life Pacific travelogue (435). Delano documents the Tryal mutiny in all of Chapter Eighteen, while chapters four to five document the mutiny aboard the *Bounty* and the first mate’s subsequent beheading by Pacific natives. Delano’s travelogue even includes a folding map of Pitcairn Island to better orient his readers to the site of the beheading and the geography of the South Pacific. As Burnham notes, conquest and “violence [in travelogues] gets buried inside a calculation, counted as one risk within a prolonged but profitable equation. Short-term losses are effectively canceled out by long-term gain” in the narrative world (439). This antithetical temporal mode of dilation and acceleration helps explain the popularity of travelogues, whose readers were less invested or well-versed in the nautical world.

Melville, in his strategic plagiarism of Delano’s travelogue, adapts one of the travelogue’s major scenes of excitement, Chapter Eighteen of the *Tryal* mutiny. Even more curious, Melville takes the entire length of a novella to recount (in often present-tense terms) the historical mutiny—150 pages. In fact, much of the story is devoted
to fictional Delano's imperial benevolence in the moment and his mistaken assumption of peace on board while the ship is under mutiny. Critic Kendall Johnson discusses Delano's own real-life “strategic benevolence” while encountering different forms of slavery during his voyage from the West Indies to China after the Haitian Revolution. In his travelogue, Delano advises his readers to “avoid national prejudices” and to “extract the good from evil” when taking a stance on slavery, particularly because of the “varieties of opinions and pursuits” that come from its economic opportunities.

Melville's adaptation of Delano's travelogue—a temporally slow plot narrative of mutiny that purposefully excises mundane nautical details and uses the present tense—begins to resemble a conquest narrative rather than Delano's own historical descriptions of virtuous scientific and state voyages of commerce and cosmopolitanism.

Melville also crafts a temporal mode that, like travelogues, is characterized by both acceleration and dilation, but his story is squarely focused on rebellion and domination in a gothic mode. For most of the narrative, Delano either witnesses rebellion or hears stories of rebellion—the boat under mutiny is even named the San Dominick, or Saint-Domingue, the site of the Haitian Revolution—but he is too obtuse to understand. In fact, Melville's only scenes of excitement that break up the regularity of the fictional Delano’s surveillance and missed moments of resistance are Orientalist moments underscored by gothic overtures of (more) sinister soon-to-be violence or rebellion directed at Delano. These Orientalist scenes, alternating throughout “Benito Cereno,” along with the symbology of the Malay featured in both “Benito Cereno” and his other Pacific novels, make clear the incipient anxieties of an increasingly multicultural society and the imperialist engagements with peoples in and around the Pacific. Of course, Melville's construction of the Tryal mutiny and Pacific rebellions as gothic did not relieve readers of the tension and anxiety inherent in their evaluations of these anti-imperialist events and the possible future of the new US republic. To the contrary, Melville’s narrative mode creatively juxtaposes the Tryal mutiny and the less historically recognized Pacific rebellions of East Asia and the South Pacific in comparative frames throughout the story, uniting the minority populations through a transregional Muslim, albeit Orientalist, frame.

**Melville’s “Strange History”: Comparative Islamicism and Rebellion in “Benito Cereno”**

Crossing hemispheres and temporalities, Melville begins “Benito Cereno” with a visual–linguistic motif of Old World (“Near East”) Orientalism and a panorama of the soon-to-be mapped Pacific. Orientalism, in fact, appears as geographic references throughout his sea romances, from landscapes to population size. In Mardi, Melville muses that “the Pacific is populous as China,” while “in your dreams you may hie to the uttermost Orient.” Again, invoking a sense of immensity, Melville’s Pequod in Moby Dick is described as on the “almost final waters” of the Pacific. This sense of
limitless ocean hearkens both to the US imperially framing the imagined pan “Orient” as an exotic frontier, while also linking Orientalism with the Pacific itself, whose people and places were quite literally still being geographically imagined in the nineteenth century. Framing his setting, Melville offsets his story with Muslim minority peoples whose prying eyes overlook the ocean. From his first page’s “intriguante’s eye” wearing a veil of Islam to Muslim Babo’s black head on the last page, Melville establishes a cosmopolitan, Orientalist setting for his story set during the age of sail just before the Barbary Wars. He first describes two ships, the Spanish San Dominick and American Bachelour’s Delight, in the harbor of Santa Maria, an island off the coast of the tip of Chile. Melville pointedly likens the Spanish San Dominick’s hull (covered by vapors) to the partially covered eye of a Limanian woman wearing a saya y manta, which is an overskirt and thick veil adapted from the veil of Islam. He writes that:

With no small interest, Captain Delano continued to watch her—a proceeding not much facilitated by the vapors partly mantling the hull, through which the far matin light from her cabin streamed equivocally enough; much like the sun ... which wimpled by the same low, creeping clouds, showed not unlike a Lima intriguante’s one sinister eye peering across the Plaza from the Indian loop-hole of her dusk saya-y-manta.

Melville's veiled eye of Lima presents both the perceived fear and romance of Islam and Orientalism in American culture. Not coincidentally, Melville wrote “Benito Cereno” four years after one of his favorite magazines, Harper’s Weekly, published “Lima and the Limanians,” an October 1851 travel article discussing Peru, including the transcultural dress of the saya y manta and its potential for obscuring identity. In Lima, Peru, during Spanish dominion, the saya y manta (traditionally made from silk) rose in popularity with all classes of the city. The conservative black garb covered the body, but allowed for the woman’s eyes to peek out. To some, this slight showing suggested brazen coquetry or even a form of masquerade because of the woman’s ability to hide her racial identity. Many of these intriguantes (meaning both intriguing and scheming) found freedom in their sexual anonymity and mobility. Most significantly, however, the shawl was reputedly used by some to conduct more discrete adultery. The seductiveness and rebellious nature of the Moorish veil in this portrayal nicely captures what Timothy Marr notes as Islam’s stereotypical role as a heretical rival and original cultural effrontery to America in nineteenth-century culture. The eye, distinct from Christian European heritage, sensationalizes Islamism and Islamic oppression in this middle-class, antebellum text. Considering the veil’s associations with rebellion and its panoramic vision across the Pacific, the opening scene positions the mutiny narrative within an Orientalist, Islamic frame. Flora Tristan, author of Peregrinations of a Pariah (1838),
describes the adapted veil as a figurative symbol of the Orient’s influence on Western identity and its role in rebellion. She writes in her 1838 travel account of Peru:

A great many foreigners have told me about the magic effect on the imaginations of some of their number produced by these women…. The saya, as I have said, is the national costume, all the women wear it, no matter what their rank; it is respected and is a part of the country’s customs, like the veil of Moslem women in the Orient. These ladies go out alone to the theatre, to bullfights, to public gatherings …. they remain free and independent in the midst of the crowd, far more so than the men…. Freedom of action characterizes everything she does.  

Like the watchful gaze of Muslim Babo crossing the ocean, the anachronistic, veiled eye foretells the Pacific as a site of global intimacies and insinuates an even further expansion of Oriental contact through the suggested panorama, a simulation of a speedy journey across time and space. The linguistic complex of the coquettish, rebellious image—italicized Spanish language within English prose along with the Indian loop-hole and an Oriental veil—also insinuates the complex, transcultural internationalism of the region in the era, as seen in the story’s comparative juxtaposition of rebelling African slaves and native peoples in and around the Pacific.

Under this watchful veiled eye, Melville introduces geographic and commercial articulations of East Asia and the Pacific Islands within his narrative, suggesting the US imperial interest in the Far East and Pacific Islands and incipient anxieties about the social and cultural contact. Take, for example, the mundane details offered in the first pages of the narrative: “In the year 1799, Captain Amasa Delano, of Duxbury, in Massachusetts, commanding a large sealer and general trader, lay at anchor, with a valuable cargo, in the harbour of St. Maria.” Santa Maria is correctly located off the mid coast of Chile, but Melville deliberately stations the island at the tip of the hemisphere, straddling an imagined critical edge between the (trans)Atlantic and the (trans)Pacific. Not coincidentally, Delano’s ship, the Bachelor’s Delight, carries the same name as that of the infamous buccaneer Captain John Cooke, who previously plundered and died by these Pacific waters. Lest we miss the story’s emphasis on US–East Asian Pacific networks, the narrator pointedly notes that Delano had just returned from Canton, where he traded in “teas and silks,” and is set to travel onwards to Hawai’i’s Sandwich Islands at the end of the tale.  

Fictional Delano’s menagerie of Asian-affiliated commodities and transpacific voyages echoes American cultural history, considering US imperial and trade interests in the Asia Pacific were instantiated long before and after the period in which “Benito Cereno” is set. British Americans of early America, for example, imported an
extraordinary amount of Asian-inspired goods (approximately 70 million pieces of porcelain) into the colonies before 1800, using Chinese-inspired porcelain ware and other Asian-inspired goods for cultural capital and social devices.\textsuperscript{54} Delano, likewise, had just returned from Canton, China, one of the three major Asian seaports for colonial Western trading and a significant site for American trade. Historically, the late eighteenth century ushered in what Jean Heffer defines as the Golden Age of Sail (roughly from the sailing of the Empress of China in 1784 through the Civil War), and the increase in Asia Pacific trading and maritime technologies resulted in a deluge of American sailors and ships sailing across the Asia Pacific.\textsuperscript{55} By the turn of the nineteenth century, European and American ships and sailors were visibly disrupting life in the Pacific Islands, colonizing or informally claiming the islands and regions through imperialism or trade. Even when Melville was writing this novella, East Asia and the Pacific were important topics in American culture because of the consolidation of the whaling industry and the Opium Wars, which allowed Western powers to gain unfettered access to Chinese products and markets for European and US trade.\textsuperscript{56} Hong Kong became a colony in 1839 during the First Opium War, which was also the first time that a large European military and naval force appeared in the Pacific. After the writing of “Benito Cereno,” the annexation of Hawai’i and the Philippine–American War in 1898 by the United States suggested the beginning of formal intervention and expansion into the Asia Pacific. In satirizing this long history of Western imperialism—Melville’s pastiche of the “Near East” and “Far East” features Delano serving coffee that is as “fine as any sultan has tasted” (225–26)—the China trader becomes the Orientalist stereotype of the greedy despot whose aggressive imperial relations span from the transatlantic to the transpacific.\textsuperscript{57}

Rather than acts of violence by Western empires being obscured or diminished (as in travelogues), Delano’s prolonged fear of rumored insurrection evokes the anti-imperialist rebellions from the Atlantic to the Pacific at the end of the eighteenth century, when Americans pondered the future of their new expanding republic and their empire of trade. Delano boards the San Dominick to aid the drifting ship and notes he feels uneasy in the Pacific, due to “the sort of stories, at that day, associated with those seas.”\textsuperscript{58} Melville also notably includes multiple iterations of disloyalty and unease in his serial: He includes “conspirator” and “pirate” eight times throughout the text, while “suspicious” occurs in twelve instances and “uneasiness” in seven instances. Later, after Delano imagines Malay pirates below the deck of the San Dominick, the narrator insinuates hearing populist gossip of Malay piracy, “[n]ot that Captain Delano had entirely credited such things. He had heard of them—and now, as stories, they recurred” (166).

Melville transforms Delano’s Pacific travel writing into a gothic, populist record of resistance. As Lisa Lowe describes in Immigrant Acts, gossip is, in fact, multivocal, being without origins or borders and exemplifying “both antinarrative and antirepresentational strategies that dehierarchize linear narrative accounts … with a popular, multiple record of very different kinds of activities and modes of social
organization.” Because of the eventual revealing of mutiny on board, the rumors of revolt register as a credible social record and insinuate unimaginable circuits of resistance in the Pacific. Melville’s employment of gothic suspense, rumors, and references to Saint-Domingue all speak to the real-life anxieties Americans experienced after the successful Haitian Revolution in 1804. Historian Michel-Rolph Trouillot argues that the “events that shook up Saint-Domingue from 1791 to 1804” were “‘unthinkable facts’ in the framework of Western thought,” while Matt Clavin considers the flood of gothic historical narratives of the Haitian Revolution and argues that “the Gothicization of the Haitian Revolution reinforced its unthinkability.”

Similarly, by deploying the vocabulary and imagery of the gothic in “Benito Cereno,” Melville made the Tryal historical and the exploration of the Asia Pacific gothic. Because the gothic’s appeal lies in the inexplicable, indescribable nature of mysterious places and repugnant acts of violence, “Benito Cereno” relies on the rationality of post-Enlightenment American thought to exploit the unthinkable nature of insurrection and independence of Africans and the peoples and natives in and around the Pacific.

Melville’s gothicization of Malay figures in “Benito Cereno” stylistically and contextually forges associations between the Muslim West African slaves and the Asian indentured servants and Pacific Islanders on board this “strange house and ship,” reinforcing the “unthinkability” of a New World where Africans and peoples of the Asia Pacific might live and rule alongside Europeans and Americans. Tellingly, Delano imagines the figure of the Malay at the heart of Melville’s tattered slave ship in the middle of the story, figuratively gesturing towards a transpacific future affecting the interior, moral decay of the American social body. Delano, while walking the ship, imagines a group of Malay pirates under the deck of the San Dominick:

[among the Malay pirates, it was no unusual thing to lure ships after them into their treacherous harbours, or entice boarders from a declared enemy at sea, by the spectacle of thinly manned or vacant decks, beneath which prowled a hundred spears with yellow arms ready to upthrust them through the mats.]

The term “Malay” originates from Johann Friedrich Blumenbach’s monogenist cranial research, which became the foundation for early racial sciences and contributed to our modern notions of race as a social category. Blumenbach argued that physical characteristics (skin color, cranial profile) depended on geography and diet. Building on Linnaeus’s proposed four subcategories of Homo sapiens, Blumenbach’s research focused on five races, with the white “Caucasian” being the original and most “beautiful” of the collective. The remaining four races—Malay, American Indian, Asian, African—had “degenerated” due to distance and climate. By moving from the Linnaean four-race system to his own five-race scheme, Blumenbach radically changed
the rationale of human order from a geographically based model to a hierarchy of worth, based upon perceived beauty.

In Blumenbach’s research, the term “Malay” was intended to identify inhabitants of the Malay Peninsula and Southeast Asian archipelagoes. However, in antebellum American culture, references to Malays often included South Asia and the Asia Pacific as a whole, influenced by early America’s piecemeal knowledge of the regions, lack of US activity in British-controlled India, and interest in the Pacific world during the golden age of American sailing. For example, one “Washington Gossip” columnist of the New York Daily Times muses about the race of Hawaiians in 1854: “But it is by no means a settled question to what race the Hawai’ians belong .... I have little doubt that they are Malays.” The addition of a fifth Malay category was crucial to the new creationist reformulation—and therefore becomes the key to the conceptual transformation of race. Religion also became a factor in the new standard of race sciences, considering that the hierarchy of worth and inferiority, as derived by Europeans and Americans, used as evidence the peoples and civilizations consolidated by Western empire, such as West Africans and Pacific Islanders. That is to say, European and American public discussions of race and religion formed meanings around issues of difference that were part of the process of defining certain groups as other: as subjects for pacification, subjugation, civilization, and exploitation. As Tomoko Masuzawa’s Invention of World Religions details, the classification of religions and the concept of “world religions” is largely the product of nineteenth-century scientific scholarship, which is insinuated in structures of colonial power.

Melville encompasses the colonial intersectionality of race and religion by setting “Benito Cereno” just before the Barbary Wars, an event that captivated the cultural imagination of everyday Early American readers and indubitably influenced Malay pirate symbology. The US, a relatively new republic, informally defended the freedom of the sea from the so-called Muslim African pirates of the outposts of the Ottoman Empire (the Barbary Coast) in the Barbary Wars. This led to a crisis of faith, slavery, and republic in political discourse, and the Barbary captivity narrative became one of the bestselling genres of the American eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Because Malays were often Muslim by faith, American readers and public discourses of the Asia Pacific understood an Islamic association between the two communities of African and Malay pirates. In 1837, an issue of the United Service Journal titled “Colonization of the Eastern Archipelago” considers the “best mode of repressing their [the Malays’] atrocities” but softens its tone on their “national character,” assuming that it is their mode of governing, and not their character, that manifests these atrocities and barbarism. The editorialist attributes this to the global Muslim community, noting that their “governors, who are frequently Arabs ... are a living specimen of all that cruelty, extortion, and tyrannical influence which seems in every quarter of the globe to belong more or less to the Mahometan character.” Earlier in 1837, yet another columnist of the same magazine had essentialized a Malay nation as a beast: “The great body of the Malay nation is unsubdued and irreclaimable: even a
domesticated Malay is like a wild beast half-tamed.”70 Finally, the Sacramento Union uses the term Malay in American slang to mean unruly, describing a group of drinkers who ran amok: “They so well succeeded in drowning their grief that they became quite outrageous ... a la mode Malay.”71 Depicting the Malay as a manageable, but also intractably barbaric people of flawed governance in the Asia Pacific, these popular discourses in American periodicals express the uneven ethnographic imagining of racial differences assigned during the era and the gradations of savagery attributed to various Pacific Islanders, Indigenous inhabitants, and East Asians.72

Melville’s en masse depiction of Malays in “Benito Cereno” participates in this Orientalist stereotyping in popular culture, imagining them as lacking self-discipline inside and outside this metaphoric American “home” on the far-flung islands of the Far East/Pacific frontier.73 With the Ottoman Empire stretching from Europe to Malaysia and beyond, Edward Said insightfully notes, “Not for nothing did Islam come to symbolize terror, devastation, the demonic, hordes of hated barbarians.”74 If the Anglo, propertied, American can freely enter and exit the space of “Benito Cereno,” the group of yellow savage pirates exhibits a different relation to space, hidden from Delano and even from the black slaves, with future promise of atrocities and looting at the heart of the ship. The imagining of the possible mobility of the concealed one hundred yellow arms, as well as their deadly spears, gestures to the fear of barbarism at “home” and abroad and the informal and formal “piratical seizure” of territory. Considering Delano takes control of both ships and mixes the cargo by the end of story, these violent Malay phantoms lurking below the slaves foreshadow the future to come after slavery that will surely follow the American in his travels across the Asia Pacific.

In his Narrative of Voyages and Travels, the real-life Amasa Delano expressed his sense of vulnerability in the presence of the Malay population while sailing in and around the Southeast Asian coasts and the Pacific world. Delano’s first voyage traveled primarily through the late eighteenth-century slave-trading, maritime network now referred to as the Sulu Zone, a Southeast Asian economic region whose trade networks were largely based on kinship and Islamic law. In this region, Western sailors and captains were themselves vulnerable to enslavement, mostly likely for ransom, in and around the archipelagoes that have now become the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia, all of which were loosely politically networked with the Barbary Coast.75 Delano details horrors of European enslavement, for example, noting he has “seen several Europeans, who have been in slavery in Borneo.”76 He also reports of his own Commodore trading peoples of the region: he traded “three or four female slaves of Malay, from nine to twelve years old, which he purchased at Timor; some males of Malay; a Bombay female, born of European parents; and five or six male slaves, from different eastern coasts” (179). Delano also specifically describes the supposed treachery of the Malay figure in parts of this region, writing that “[t]he Natives [of Timor] are Malays and are notoriously treacherous.” He later describes Malays as “a
most wicked and profligate race. They profess to be Mahometans; but are absolutely void of morals, and would commit a murder for the most trifling reward. Their last chief was publicly whipped and branded for his villainies” (155). Later, he gives measured advice to European sailors in their commercial and imperial dealings with Malays at sea: “Europeans must be always on their guard; must never put themselves in the power of the Malays; and never expose themselves to the chance of having their ship cut off. Fourteen guns, and musketry in proportion, are the least force, which every vessel should have in holding any intercourse with these people” (174). In fact, Delano gives multiple moments of caution to his readers when consorting with Malays and eventually cites David Woodward’s dramatic enslavement by Malays in *The Narrative of Captain Woodard and Four Seamen*, betraying his knowledge of the limits of Western commercial power and his own sense of vulnerability during his Pacific voyages.77

Melville’s Delano in “Benito Cereno,” perhaps in fear of enslavement himself, later encounters more cunning Malay symbology, mistaking Manilamen and lascar indentured laborers with the West African slaves in an eerie scene of globalization. Delano first perceives the San Dominick as “a shadowy tableau” of dreamlike reveries and continues pondering the space on board, thinking he must be in “a strange house ... in a strange land” with “strange inmates.”78 “What could all these phantoms amount to?” Delano wonders, as he was “feeling a little strange at first, he could hardly tell why” (173). Melville proceeds to clarify, however, that Delano’s view of the strange, enchanting scene might be a perception of current or future realism, when the narrator notes that “the ship seems unreal; these strange costumes, gestures, and faces, but a shadowy tableau just emerged from the deep, which directly must receive back what it gave” (118).

Contrasted with the oppressed African slaves on the ship, Melville’s “Lascars” and “Manillamen” would have been well known to American readers as the non-European, (possibly) dangerous Asian Pacific commodity laborers. Melville distinguishes lascars and Manilamen from the Malay, but tends to also locate his referents in the Asia Pacific and in the same gothic, violent form as the Malay. “Lascars” first originated as a collective moniker for local populations in and around the Indian Ocean working as sailors for the British empire, and the term in the nineteenth century increasingly became anchored to a racist taxonomy of Asians and Pacific Islanders in the Western world, insinuating barbarism and maritime violence. The word, in Delano’s time, signified indentured laborers and by the mid-nineteenth century, lascars received one-fifth to one-third of the pay of their European counterparts.79 Manilamen, likewise, was a collective moniker for local populations in and around the Philippines joining Western voyages, such as the sixteenth-century Spanish galleons.80 Blumenbach’s “Malay” category included inhabitants of the Philippines: “This last variety includes the islanders of the Pacific Ocean, together with the inhabitants of the Mariannas, the Philippine, the Molucca and the Sunda Islands, and of the Malayan peninsula.”81 Lascars in antebellum culture, as previously noted,
signified a similar Malay figure of alterity in both race and religion because of the relative absence of American involvement in India during that time.

Both lascars and Manilamen, while distinct terms, were mobilized in American culture as part of the same symbology of the cunning Malay (and the Pacific Islands and Southeast Asia) described by Spencer Tricker as “racial palimpsests ... emerging as threatening figures of a barely concealed Malay treachery.” Delano documents his encounters with these indentured Asian laborers, noting, for example, that both groups were cunning and deceptive: “I have seen most of the Philippine Islands.... There is a class of people among them, who have sprung from Europeans and the natives, and who are said to be peculiarly savage. A large portion of them are of Spanish blood, and are well known under the title of Manilla-men.” He goes on to say that “[t]he English will not insure a ship, if she has as many as five or six of these people on board. Many sufferings and losses have been experienced from them, and they are often associated with the Malays in piratical attacks upon ships” (166). Delano also notes that lascars of Calcutta may embrace any religion they like (Mahomet), but “are cunning, and cheat whenever they can” (242). In popular periodicals, one Boston newspaper in 1814 recorded that a lascar shot the captain of the Spitfire shortly after boarding, while the Boston Daily Advertiser reported in 1816 that lascars had set fire to three ships and partially damaged two in Calcutta. Later, in 1852, a Massachusetts newspaper—the Barre Gazette—narrated a complex mutiny plot put together by “Manillamen” on board the Herald. While positive accounts of Manilamen, lascars, and Malays do exist in Western print and trouble the essentialism of purported racial savagery, the Malay stereotypes of violent treachery in hordes outnumber the sympathetic accounts.

Considering these historical contexts, the Malay figures in “Benito Cereno” betray Melville’s apprehension of Asia Pacific peoples with the same black–white racialism that constructs Delano’s sense of vision and comprehension in the story. In fact, Melville’s Asia Pacific anxieties occur throughout his repertoire of Pacific novels and have been well-documented by literary critics. While many scholars, such as Elizabeth Schultz, have interpreted Melville’s Orientalist figures as that of East Asia (China and Japan), Tricker focuses on the Pacific world and the Malay. Tricker argues that “[f]rom around the time of Mardi (1849) through that of ‘Benito Cereno,’ Melville’s engagement with the Gothic undergoes a radical reorientation,” and that in Melville’s “recurring deployment of these Malay-coded figures as threatening symbols indispensable to his Pacific Gothic mode ... Malays—as sleeping phantoms of Asia—pose more of a threat to the futures of global community.”

I extend Tricker’s inquiry into the figure of the Malay in Melville’s Pacific novels, focusing on the Malays’ specific ties to the Islamic world and cosmopolitanism in Moby Dick and “Benito Cereno.” Melville’s Mardi, the novelistic precursor to Moby Dick and “Benito Cereno,” conjures a single reference to the Malay figure when a drifting ship of the Hawaiian Isles is observed, much in the same fashion as seen in the subsequent
Pacific narratives: “I could not but distrust the silence that prevailed. It conjured up the idea of miscreants concealed below, and meditating treachery; unscrupulous mutineers—Lascars, or Manilamen; who, having murdered the Europeans of the crew, might not be willing to let strangers depart unmolested.”  

Melville’s racialization once again takes its form as a potentially sinister mass confronting the Anglo-Saxon captain in his story. Clearly, this _Mardi_ quote mimes the “Benito Cereno” quotation referring to Malay pirates, once again articulating lascars, Manilamen, and the Malay as interrelated figures of Pacific rebellion within a gothic mode. In the same parlance as the Malay figure, lascars and Manilamen are depicted as a group (rather than individuals), suggesting the Western cultural association with Eastern hordes of Islamism.  

Notably, critics also argue that _Mardi_ is Melville’s first novelistic foray into the sea romance, pointing to his exclusion of maps and departure from the style of travel writing, which led to the novel’s commercial failure.  

In the travelogue-like _Moby Dick_, famous for its long meditations on whaling, and published four years before “Benito Cereno,” Melville imagines a maritime cosmopolis plagued by “five dusky phantoms” on board the Pequod. Ahab’s evil lead boatman takes shape in the figure of Fedallah, an Oriental “turbaned” Parsi whose South Pacific (Malay) crew is housed under the deck and summoned by Fedallah himself, a reference to an emerging Western knowledge of an Islamic threat in the Pacific. To begin, the laborers’ leader, Fedallah, is “tall and swart, with one white tooth evilly protruding from its steel-like lips” and wears a Chinese jacket and a turban.  

As Carolyn Karcher argues, though he is a Parsi, or Zoroastrian, within the contexts of the Ottoman Empire, Fedallah signifies the Islamic world in general, from Persia to Indonesia. His hybridity, in fact, expresses a fearsome, jarring geographic presentation of Islam’s world domain and its historically powerful reach, as Fedallah also informally leads this global community on the Pequod and influences the tyrannical tendencies of Ahab. Fedallah is represented as a cultural affront to Western ideology, a “devil in disguise” and referred to as a “shadow” of Ahab’s psyche, like that of Babo to Benito Cereno, when sailors wonder if he “were a tremulous shadow cast upon the deck by some unseen being’s body.”  

Melville also rarely humanizes or individualizes Fedallah and his men, in contrast to his more characteristically fleshed-out pagan harpooners, Queequeg, Tashtego, and Daggoo.  

The same presence of Islamism can be found in Melville’s description of Fedallah’s Malay crew, who aid the ship’s search for _Moby Dick_. Fedallah and his crew are forged as a collective of ghosts in the story, appearing to the sailors as “five dusky phantoms that seemed fresh formed out of air” and appear in exciting scenes of encounter with the whale. The South Pacific crew, however, looks “less swart in aspect” with the “vivid, tiger-yellow complexion peculiar to some of the aboriginal natives of the Manillas” (233). Rather than the historical amalgamation of Fedallah’s Ottoman Empire and largely “Near East” (West Asia) references, the South Pacific crew are explicitly identified as looking like Manilamen, inhabitants of the Philippines. He also refers to the Manilamen as “tiger yellow barbarians” and the three Polynesian
harpooners as “all three tigers” (559, 353). Here, Melville conflates his Polynesians in the story with the phantom Manilamen, affirming his racialization of Manilamen with not just the Philippine isle, but also an extended Pacific world. Later, Melville further orientalizes the crew, describing them as “tiger yellow” and as being made of nautical materials: They were “all steel and whalebone; like five trip-hammers they rose and fell with regular strokes of strength, which periodically started the boat along the water like a horizontal burst boiler out of a Mississippi steamer” (580, 236). Conflating the crew with whalebone and steel and associating them with Polynesians, Melville imagines the Malay pirates as both related to the Islamic shadow Fedallah but also as the materials on ship and of ships. Here, he insinuates the Malay’s Islamic associations, but also their maritime mastery and the limits of Western imperial power in the emerging, soon-to-be-mapped Asia Pacific. The Malay crew’s juxtaposition with a modern, anachronistic steamship in the Mississippi signifies the “grim” phantom futures for the US and domesticates the Malay as both foreign and domestic, a sign of what Robert G. Lee has called the “indelibly alien” subjectivity of Asians in the United States.96

Like the Malay crew, the piratical Malay trope also occurs regularly, beginning with Starbuck’s “grim phantom futures” and recurring in moments of rumored Malay piratical domination at sea: “Time out of mind the piratical proas of the Malays, lurking among the low shaded coves and islets of Sumatra, have sallied out upon the vessels sailing through the straits, fiercely demanding tribute at the point of their spears.”97

Fedallah’s dusky phantom crew finds its counterpart in Malay pirates, a group of “rascally Asiatics [who] were now in hot pursuit” of the Pequod and hastening the crew to their demise, as Ahab searches the straits of Sunda for the great white whale (290). If Fedallah’s physical description largely hearkens back to the historical contexts of the Ottoman Empire and the Near East, his surviving phantom crew—in some respects more terrifying because they resist death by the whale and appear immortal—become signifiers of the Malay and the “Far East” and Pacific Islands. Together, the peculiar “dusky phantoms” of Moby Dick cast a resistant Islamic “shadow” on the provisional pluralism of Melville’s Pequod. The dusky collective enables Ahab’s demise and fosters his degeneration from humanity, while also functioning in the novel as a specter of Pacific rebellion, the “grim” phantom future of Asian Pacific expansion and Islamic alterity.

Moby Dick’s dusky phantoms parley into the complex symbology of the Malay and the Islamic world in “Benito Cereno”—black friars, a veiled eye, Malay pirates—and Melville concludes his novella with two arresting scenes: an alluring South Asian “mulatto” servant and Babo’s head, gazing across the Pacific. Delano’s fears of mutiny are quelled momentarily after Cereno invites him to a luncheon, where Delano and Cereno are ushered in by a steward, most likely British Indian but also embodying Turkish slavery—he was a “tall, rajah-looking mulatto, orientally set off with a pagoda turban formed by three or four Madras handkerchiefs wound about his head, tier on
tier—approaching with a salaam, [who] announced lunch in the cabin.”98 The scene is a fluid, visual imagining of Orientalism and slavery as the two captains “sat down, like a childless married couple at opposite ends of the table,” served by the “hybrid” mulatto: “‘Don Benito,’ whispered he, ‘I am glad to see this usher-of-the-golden-rod of yours; the sight refutes an ugly remark once made to me by a Barbadoes planter; that when a mulatto has a regular European face, look out for him; he is a devil…. For it were strange indeed, and not very creditable to us white-skins, if a little of our blood mixed with the African’s, should, far from improving the latter’s quality, have the sad effect of pouring vitriolic acid into black broth; improving the hue, perhaps, but not the wholesomeness’” (212, 213). The two captains feast after this declaration, and soon after, Delano invites Cereno onboard his boat, boasting in true ruling-Muslim fashion of his coffee that is “as fine a cup as ever any sultan tasted” (225–26).

As with Moby Dick’s Fedallah, Melville presents the steward as the embodiment of Oriental ethnicities, mixing Islamic signifiers into one character. However, “Benito Cereno” differs in its sensual, feminine gendering of the Islamic/Asian steward in a narrative of slavery. Melville’s turban-wearing phallic “goldenrod” mixes symbols of Turkish and African slavery, hinting at the enslavement of Asian men and women and the well-worn stereotype of the Islamic world as a source of moral dissipation and sensuality. If Delano and Cereno are a childless couple, clearly, Cereno, who is described in the narrative as sickly and “yellow,” is the gendered female half of the dichotomy, while Delano intimates an aggressive masculinity. The homoerotic sensuality surrounding the “goldenrod” servant suggests the global intimacies of both old and new forms of race-based slavery in Africa and Asia that geographically spans the Atlantic and the Pacific.

Melville fittingly ends “Benito Cereno” with rattling white bones, the rebellion of the slaves (including the South Asian goldenrod servant), and Babo’s severed black head gazing down an expanse of the Pacific, crafting a troubled, macabre visualization of the black–white continuum. Delano’s lunch promptly ends when he decides to leave this “haunted pirate ship” and “strange history” (184, 187). As told by the legal deposition, Delano climbs down from the ship, but sees “that the fag-end, in lashing out, whipped away the canvas shroud about the beak, suddenly revealing, as the bleached hull swung round toward the open ocean, death for the figurehead, in a human skeleton; chalky comment on the chalked words below, ‘Follow your leader’” (239–40). Aranda’s bones (the owner of the slaves on board the ship) now cover the bust of Christopher Columbus, the ship’s original figurehead. At this moment, Delano realizes the state of mutiny on board the San Dominick. He uses violence to quell the mutineering slaves and collects the ship’s bounty. The slaves soon go to trial, and Cereno, irrevocably affected by the ordeal, remains forlorn and emotionally distraught even after the slaves are sentenced, claiming that a “shadow” has been cast over him by “the negro” (268). Babo is eventually silenced like the phantom Asian and Pacific Islanders of the story: “As for the black—whose brain not body, had schemed and led the revolt, with the plot—his slight frame, inadequate to that which it held…. Seeing
all was over, he uttered no sound” (269). Babo is beheaded for his role as a conspirator, and Melville notes that “the head, that hive of subtlety, fixed on a pole in the Plaza, met, unabashed, the gaze of the whites; and ... three months after being dismissed by the court, Benito Cereno, borne on the bier, did, indeed, follow his leader” (269).

With a hint of sympathy, Melville notes that Babo’s fully fleshed head, small in stature but magnanimous in leadership, looks onto the Pacific and holds the metaphoric gaze of the white captains, now peering at Aranda’s bones and Cereno’s corpse as objects in a reversal of the master–slave dialectic but also as an Islamic, heretical affront to the white captains. Considering the Orientalist luncheon right before the mutinous unveiling, Orientalism and the setting of the Asia Pacific also become integral to the reading of the final scene. Babo’s gaze across the Pacific, like the woman’s veiled eye in the introduction, insinuates the unarticulated “ghost in the machine” of the black–white Gordian knot in “Benito Cereno.” Rather than discussing blackness, I call attention to Orientalism and its relation to Islamicism in the narrative, which refuses articulation. Not surprisingly, Cereno and Babo are both silenced in the end of the tale, unable to communicate, and the Gordian knots of the tale remain tangled and the phantoms remain present but unseen.
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